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Saga Dawa  

This month is Saga Dawa, the fourth month of the lunar calendar, a very special month where it is said 

whatever virtue you do based on good motivation will multiply 100,000 times. It is considered a 

significant holy month, significant because three important events in Buddha’s life took place in this 

month: birth, passing away and enlightenment.  

Cherishing others more than self 

So this morning I am going to talk about what the Guru Puja text says,  

“Cherishing just self is chronic illness and is seen as the cause of all suffering that you 

hate to experience. I will hold this very self-centredness responsible for everything that 

goes wrong and therefore may I be blessed, oh guru, to vanquish, crush this demon of 

self-centredness.” 

So this initial self-centredness, the demon of self-centredness arises from a feeling ‘I’. ‘I’, as if kind of 

a solid ‘I’ that you are, and then you think to yourself that ‘I’ must be special, worthy of everything. 

And once that solid I develops, you can’t help cherishing it lopsidedly. Therefore, it leads you to ignore 

the vast others. And when the vast others are ignored, and only done everything for self, then things 

go wrong. So what do we need to do? We need to reverse the process.  

So chronic ailment in the thinking is thinking ‘I,’ and believing it to exist in and of itself, and therefore 

thought to deserve everything that is good and desirable. And therefore, when this rules one’s mind, 

you have no space in your mind to think about how others are faring and you couldn’t care less if there 

are doing badly in every sphere of life – so that is considered chronic illness. So we need to learn to 

reverse the process, initially by coming to understand that one and all others are the same in longing 

to be happy, peaceful and longing for a permanent relief from suffering and causes of suffering. When 

at the fundamental level of human aspiration of all beings there’s no difference, how could one then 

only think of one individual person? Thus, we need to consider the numerical strength of the others 

and gradually shift focus from thinking only of one individual to thinking about fulfilling the needs of 

the vast number of others, and this way gradually one will develop a sense of bodhichitta.  

The vast mind of bodhichitta  

We need to generate strong wish that others have wellness of body and mind, permanent wellness of 

body and mind, and be under the influence of that thought wishing others every happiness. And when 

you see somebody in distress, you would not hesitate to help to relieve the pain and the problem of 

that person. Doing such a thing, you would have translated a strong wish into action.  

So let’s imagine a scenario where a huge number of people have travelled somewhere, and there 

comes a time in the travel where people have to travel on very narrow ledge, very precarious and now 

everybody needs to get to the other side. So it would be wrong to do whatever you can to get there 

first, and once you get there somehow all the other people can’t get to the same point. How would 

one feel that your fellow travellers, with whom you have covered vast distances, are now stuck – only 

you have managed to get to the other side? You can’t have a happy conscience to leave them behind. 
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Therefore, as a concerned traveller with a sense of fellowship, you will do everything to help others 

to get to the same safe point. So that’s what bodhichitta is like.  

Normally when we talk about bodhichitta, compassion and such effective emotions, first of all we 

need to understand the distressing situation somebody is in. For example, somebody in serious health 

problem: if you see that person, your compassion would wish them the earliest relief and freedom 

from that. Not just wishing them, however sincere that may be, not just wishing them an early relief 

and freedom from the problem of suffering. If your compassion is strong, you will do whatever you 

can to help that person by way of helping them meet the medical expenses or taking them to hospital 

for example and so on. So that would be translating a strong compassion into action.  

Active compassion would be like when you’re driving: if you see an animal or insect on the road, 

especially some animals that cross the road, when you see it then you stop the car and help the animal. 

Either physically lifting it and taking it to a secure place, or making it move safely to the other side with 

the knowledge that it could be run over easily by oncoming or following vehicles. So the pain one takes 

in doing such things for an insect or an animal is active compassion. So bodhichitta and compassion 

are our core Buddhist practices and values. If you genuinely develop these two, or when these take 

root in your heart and your heart becomes bodhichitta, when your heart becomes compassion then 

everything will be taken care of. Whatever you do, seemingly mundane or actual spiritual practices, 

all these human actions underpinned by genuine quality compassion and bodhichitta will directly push 

you drive you to the state of Buddhahood.  

That’s why bodhisattvacharyavatara is the celebrated work of Shantideva and 8th century Buddhist 

master so he says,  

“Today my life has become meaningful, fruitful for I have obtained a human existence. 

Today I am born in the Buddhas family and have become a child of the Buddha.”  

So if you develop bodhichitta that’s what actually happens: your life which you obtain now becomes 

meaningful, you will be born in Buddha’s family and you will actually become a spiritual child of the 

Buddha. So Dharma aside, these values of bodhichitta and compassion are also underpinning forces 

for common human decency in ordinary mundane life – of being courteous and respectful and 

honouring others. When one shows respect, is courteous to others, friendly towards others then you 

don’t have to earn their friendship people and all others who you come into contact with will naturally 

be drawn to you, particularly to your sense of compassion and so on.  

An individual who is sociable, courteous, interactive, polite in interaction, they do really well in what 

they do with other people because everybody likes that person, everybody wants to join that person 

in different human activities. People like such an individual. We can also understand that the way an 

animal responds to your pats – particularly cats and dogs. As soon as they see you, they show all their 

love, wagging tails or making different kinds of noises and coming and sitting next to you. The opposite 

is also the case. For an independent looking individual who doesn’t seem to need to depend on other 

people – they are well educated, they are wealthy, resourceful and so on – who seem to consider 

others not important because they can manage everything by themselves. So when this sense of 

independence has an air of haughtiness about it, people are repelled, people feel distant from such 

an individual. However, when the same individual who has success and who has felt independent and 

who thought they could do without others, when they have circumstances in life where there’s health 

problems or whatever then they feel quite lonely. Despite their vast wealth and despite their 

education, despite their expertise in a particular area – which were the reasons for haughtiness to 

start with – and which has isolated them and now they feel the pain of isolation. It’s very hard for such 
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a person to ask for help for they feel loss of independence, loss of face. As a result they will feel 

isolated, painful. However the situation becomes quite critical such that they do have to depend on 

others to solve the problem.  

Living in dependence on others 

Whether somebody feels they are great, successful, independent – because of their wealth, because 

of their fame in the world or because of their education and training – they have not achieved these 

successes, independence or honour independent of interaction with others, independent of 

contributions to their different successes from other sources. If they were all by themselves 

somewhere, they can’t be wealthy, famous, educated – education is necessarily a product of 

prolonged interaction with different people. So it is quite clear that nobody is independent of anybody, 

just as ontologically speaking nothing is independent. So in terms of life, real living, one has to 

dependent on others and acknowledge others.  

So let’s take education, for example. The learner students need professional teachers for without the 

expertise of the teachers, students would not achieve the desired educational outcome. The teachers 

too, they need students for otherwise their expertise would just be useless. And therefore teachers 

also need students to earn a living. Without students, there are no teachers; without teachers, there 

are no students. You can’t say somebody’s a student unless somebody is learning something from 

someone. So teacher-student relationship is utterly interdependent in nature.  

You can also see the same dependence in all interactions, for example between guru and disciple, 

mentor and trainee. A lama is only lama because they offer help to their disciple, to their trainee; 

without a trainee to train, you don’t become a lama, you don’t become a mentor a guru. Without the 

guru teaching you skills, whatever skill it is, you can’t be a trainee – without learning something from 

the guru you can’t be a disciple. A disciple, a trainee, becomes a trainee by learning something from 

the mentor; so the relationship between the two is again one of utter dependence on each other.  

The importance of social harmony 

In view of these, social harmony is very important. For example, those of us who come here at the 

centre. If everyone is able to interact harmoniously, lovingly amongst ourselves then we would feel, 

there’s no doubt, very close to each other. Likewise, when you go away from this place after happy 

interaction – when you rub it off onto others, when you go to your work, when you have a happy 

harmonious interaction with your colleagues – then work becomes not a chore, it becomes happy 

time spent together and other people will be happy working with you. When others are happy, there’s 

no room for animosity, jealousy, whatever and therefore you will feel happy too – so it’s a win-win 

situation.  

When talking about the need to have harmonious interactions, positive interactions with sentient 

beings we have an idea of the need to be good to all sentient beings. But the first thing is we need to 

be careful how we interact with the people with whom we tend to spend most of our time. So it is 

these people, they are going to test us and these people are going to help so we need to pay particular 

attention that we are always positive, always friendly, always accommodating of whom we spend the 

most time. It would be wrong to ignore their needs, their feelings, their sensitivities and then think of 

how nice it would be able to interact with someone in America, for example.  

Although it could be in a positive attitude, to want to be nice to be somebody living in America, but if 

you ignore the people right under your nose and so on, it’s not as effective. That’s because the people 

with whom we spend a great chunk of our time, it is they that we have to interact, it is they who may 
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test and even provoke us due to whatever circumstance. So if we don’t have empathetic feeling of 

humanity with these very people and accommodate their weaknesses, accommodate their 

provocations… When they provoke they don’t do it out of total malice, they do it out of frustration 

because they are facing some problems and frustration is let out. So we need to be accommodating 

enough to absorb the shock, stress of the people with whom we live together, work together.  

If we are not sensitive to their needs and to the sensibilities of who we live with, work with and we 

ignore them and just think of cherishing somebody in a distance place, it’s not going to work at all. 

Because if we don’t pay attention to their needs, then say if you were to provoke them it may be that 

you will upset their feelings and they will stop talking to you, and you stop talking to them, yet you 

have to spend time together and it will be a very tense time, which is totally unnecessary. All that it 

takes is to be a bit more patient, a bit more accommodating of human weaknesses. If you 

accommodate them, they will be accommodating too. The point is that in order to break the tension, 

if it is your mistake then you lose nothing by apologising, by appealing to their sensibility.  

When tension develops unnecessarily with your life, with workmates and colleagues and so on, then 

you begin to misread their behaviour. Now that tension has begun, although the other person may 

not mean anything – they don’t mean to harm you – but you misread their behaviour as suggesting 

that they are about to do something bad to one. So total misreading of situation, misreading of totally 

unintended behaviour adds another degree of problem. So for me the word ‘sorry’ in English and the 

word gong da is sorry in Tibetan, for me these are priceless words which promote social harmony.  

Meditation on bodhichitta and compassion 

So now I’ve taken far too much of your meditation time. I would like you to meditate on bodhichitta 

and compassion. Bodhichitta and compassion are just powerful effective spiritual forces or emotions 

by themselves, they multiply what you do; but the multiplication of the positivity will be even more 

enhanced now that we are in the exponentially forceful month of Saga Dawa. So I briefly talked about 

the essence of bodhichitta and essence of compassion, so please recall bodhichitta and compassion 

and meditate on them for some time.  

I have quoted Shantideva’s writing where he says, with the birth of bodhichitta in your heart your life 

becomes meaningful with the birth of bodhichitta you are born in the family of the Buddha. By 

implication, you become a child of the Buddha. Which means when bodhichitta is born in your heart 

then there’s no doubt, you are bound to go straight to Buddhahood – it’s just a matter of time, sooner 

or later you yourself will be a Buddha. So then I also stressed the importance of harmonious 

interaction with our workmates and the people we spend time with. Spiritually speaking, positive 

harmonious relationship is the expression of somebody who at least has a taste of what bodhichitta I 

about. Or even from a secular point of view, courtesy towards others and respect for others is 

indispensable for smoother harmonious happy social interaction, which we need.  

[Meditation for 5 minutes]. 

Dedication 

So we have meditated shortly on the two things, bodhichitta and compassion, and therefore you have 

gathered root of virtue – meaning merit, a lot of it – and therefore with that as the capital, if you make 

any wishes whatever wishes you make they will come true. So make as strong wish as possible. So 

now I appeal you too to dedicate the huge mass of merit you have gathered through meditation on 

bodhichitta compassion to spontaneous fulfilment of wishes of Lhagon Rinpoche here.  
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As well as to the people who have worked for the centre: the members of the board led by Peter, as 

well as I would like also to appeal that you dedicate merit to the fulfilment of Kesang’s wishes for she 

has really worked for the lamas and particularly when it comes to dealing with the Indian officials to 

get the permits which is a monumental task. To get through the labyrinth of Indian bureaucracy, unless 

you know how to move fast, things in India are very difficult to do. So she has worked really well, 

successfully to get official permits, so I would like to pay special thanks to her to. Also make some 

wishes for the translator whatever wishes he has.  

Dedication is also due to all people who come to the centre: of all ages, from all walks of life, who 

come here regularly and who have made therefore the centre meaningful through their participation 

through different dharma activities – whether it’s coming to teachings or whatever. A lot of people 

have spent a lot of time, so they also have their own wishes, so please share our merit with them for 

spontaneous fulfilment of their temporal and spiritual wishes. Also I would like to particularly appeal 

for David, our friend from Singapore, who has run into unforeseen complications, a major obstacle in 

his life, and who has gone through a tremendous distressing time. So please give all your merit to him 

so that all his complications are easily solved and that he’s able to do whatever he wishes to do.  

When you pray, that is making positive wishes, it becomes positive karma. The force of prayer, which 

is positive karma, is immense – it makes things happen. For example, now we are here together. We 

haven’t in our wildest dream that you would meet me, and I would meet you, and we would be 

spending time living together. And yet without having any plans beforehand, somehow we are here 

together now. How did that happen? For me, it’s nothing other than the doings of positive wishes. So 

in my case before I came to New Zealand, I had no idea – hadn’t heard of the word New Zealand, I 

didn’t know where New Zealand was. There was never a time I would thought I would go to New 

Zealand and share Buddha’s teachings with the people here. Despite not having any of these in my 

wildest dream, I’m propelled here by force of karma to be with you and share whatever little I know. 

That’s how karmic forces and forces of prayer work. So please finally make as strong a prayer for swift 

solution to the problems faced by different people, particularly our friend from Singapore please.  

 


